
Hook’em Scaler/Tumbler Bag Operation
Instructions and Handy Hints

Note: This info is a guide only as so many variations come into play with
each vessel, Once you have achieved best results take note of your
speed and distance for future reference. It may take a number of
adjustments before you achieve optimal operation.

(1) For Best results using the Bags we suggest to fill no more than half
the bag with fish or squid (catch) and slide the locking crimp closed to seal
the fish in.

(2) Attach the supplied 10m rope to a point on your vessel. Then when
ready start moving set your speed to approx 12kmh-18kmh (6-8knots).
The speed required will vary for each vessel because of the distance the
wake departs the stern. The bag needs to be adjusted so that it sits just
just forward of the first wake/wave from the stern. The bag needs to be
rolling on the inside of the wake/wave this is achieved just like a surfer
riding down a wave.

(3) For best results allow approx 10-15min duration in the wake. The
time will depend on the speed and quantity of fish you have in the bag.

A good rule of thumb is for hard scale fish like Bream or Pinkies will need
more time than soft scale species like Whiting which are softer scales and
easier to remove and will need less time.

Periodically top and check your catch to see how they are going and move
them around to ensure all the scales are being removed from the ones in
the centre.

Max Speed Note: When towing the bag especially the ring style try not to
exceed 10-15km/h. For best results once the bag is starting to bounce
above the water and getting airborne you are going to fast. Any faster than
20kmh can result in damaging the bag and your fish which may result in a
bad experience and refusal of warranty

Handy Hint: Before you return to the ramp put all your used bloody fish
rags and cleaning rags into the scaler bag and drop behind the boat for a
few minutes, hey presto an ocean washing machine that will save a bit of
time when you get home.

Suggestions: If you have any great new suggestions please forward to Hook’em at
mick@hookem.com.au
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